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Abstract

are needed. Security threats come from different sources
such as natural forces (such as flood), accidents (such as
fire), failure of services (such as power) and people known
as intruders. There are two types of intruders: the external intruders who are unauthorized users of the machines
they attack, and internal intruders, who have permission
to access the system with some restrictions. The traditional prevention techniques such as user authentication,
data encryption, avoiding programming errors and firewalls are used as the first line of defense for computer
security. If a password is weak and is compromised, user
authentication cannot prevent unauthorized use, firewalls
are vulnerable to errors in configuration and ambiguous
or undefined security policies. They are generally unable to protect against malicious mobile code, insider attacks and unsecured modems. Programming errors cannot be avoided as the complexity of the system and application software is changing rapidly leaving behind some
exploitable weaknesses. Intrusion detection is therefore
required as an additional wall for protecting systems. Intrusion detection is useful not only in detecting successful
intrusions, but also provides important information for
timely countermeasures.

Intrusion detection is the process of monitoring the events
occurring in a computer system or network and analyzing them for signs of intrusions, defined as attempts to
compromise the confidentiality, integrity, availability, or
to bypass the security mechanisms of a computer or network. This paper proposes the development of an Intrusion Detection Program (IDP) which could detect known
attack patterns. An IDP does not eliminate the use of
any preventive mechanism but it works as the last defensive mechanism in securing the system. Three variants
of genetic programming techniques namely Linear Genetic Programming (LGP), Multi-Expression Programming (MEP) and Gene Expression Programming (GEP)
were evaluated to design IDP. Several indices are used for
comparisons and a detailed analysis of MEP technique is
provided. Empirical results reveal that genetic programming technique could play a major role in develop- ing
IDP, which are light weight and accurate when compared
to some of the conventional intrusion detection systems
based on machine learning paradigms.
Keywords: Intrusion detection program, genetic programming, machine learning, light weight intrusion detection
An intrusion is defined [20] as any set of actions that
system
attempt to compromise the integrity, confidentiality or
availability of a resource. This includes a deliberate unauthorized attempt to access information, manipulate information, or render a system unreliable or unusable. An
1 Introduction
attacker can gain illegal access to a system by fooling an
Computer security is defined as the protection of comput- authorized user into providing information that can be
ing systems against threats to confidentiality, integrity, used to break into a system. An attacker can deliver a
and availability [37]. Confidentiality (or secrecy) means piece of software to a user of a system which is actually
that information is disclosed only according to policy, in- a trojan horse containing malicious code that gives the
tegrity means that information is not destroyed or cor- attacker system access. Bugs in trusted programs can be
rupted and that the system performs correctly, availabil- exploited by an attacker to gain unauthorized access to a
ity means that system services are available when they computer system. There are legitimate actions that one
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can perform that when taken to the extreme can lead to
system failure. An attacker can gain access because of an
error in the configuration of a system. In some cases it
is possible to fool a system into giving access by misrepresenting oneself. An example is sending a TCP packet
that has a forged source address that makes the packet
appear to come from a trusted host. Intrusions are classified [38] as six types. Attempted break-ins, which are
detected by typical behavior profiles or violations of security constraints. Masquerade attacks, which are detected
by atypical behavior profiles or violations of security constraints. Penetration of the security control system, which
are detected by monitoring for specific patterns of activity. Leakage, which is detected by atypical use of system
resources. Denial of service, which is detected by a typical
use of system resources. Malicious use, which is detected
by atypical behavior profiles, violations of security constraints, or use of special privileges.
This paper attempts to illustrate how genetic programming techniques could be deployed for detecting known
types of attacks. In this respect, three genetic programming techniques are used in the experiments. We considered attack types of varying difficulties. Results are
analyzed by considering several measures like classification accuracy, false alarm rate and graphical comparisons
with the target results. As evident from the results, genetic programming techniques are very appealing for developing light weight (the developed IDS is only a software
fragment) intrusion detection systems.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the related research done in the area of intrusion detection. In the Section 3, the three genetic programming
techniques applied (LGP, MEP and GEP) are described.
Section 4 contains the set of experiments, discussions and
analysis of results. Section 5 presents conclusions of this
research.

2

Related Research

James Anderson [3] first proposed that audit trails should
be used to monitor threats. All the available system security procedures were focused on denying access to sensitive data from an unauthorized source. Dorothy Denning
[13] later proposed the concept of intrusion detection as a
solution to the problem of providing a sense of security in
computer systems. The basic idea is that intrusion behavior involves abnormal usage of the system. The model is a
rule-based pattern matching system. Some models of normal usage of the system could be constructed and verified
against usage of the system and any significant deviation
from the normal usage flagged as abnormal usage.
Statistical approaches compare the recent behavior of
a user of a computer system with observed behavior and
any significant deviation is considered as intrusion. This
approach requires construction of a model for normal user
behavior. Predictive pattern generation uses a rule base
of user profiles defined as statistically weighted event se-
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quences [39]. This method of intrusion detection attempts
to predict future events based on events that have already
occurred.
State transition analysis approach construct the graphical representation of intrusion behavior as a series of state
changes that lead from an initial secure state to a target compromised state. Using the audit trail as input,
an analysis tool can be developed to compare the state
changes produced by the user to state transition diagrams
of known penetrations [21]. Keystroke monitoring technique utilizes a user’s keystrokes to determine the intrusion attempt. The main approach is to pattern match
the sequence of keystrokes to some predefined sequences
to detect the intrusion.
Model-Based approach attempts to model intrusions
at a higher level of abstraction than audit trail records.
This allows administrators to generate their representation of the penetration abstractly, which shifts the burden
of determining what audit records are part of a suspect sequence to the expert system. This technique differs from
the rule-based expert system technique, which simply attempt to pattern match audit records to expert rules [18].
The pattern matching [24] approach encodes known
intrusion signatures as patterns that are then matched
against the audit data. Intrusion signatures are classified
using structural interrelationships among the elements of
the signatures. The patterned signatures are matched
against the audit trails and any matched pattern can be
detected as an intrusion.
During recent years, several data mining approaches
have been also used to construct IDS [25, 30]. Depren et
al. [14] proposed a novel IDS architecture utilizing both
anomaly and misuse detection. The hybrid IDS architecture consists of an anomaly detection module, a misuse
detection module and a decision support system combining the results of these two detection modules. The proposed anomaly detection module uses a Self-Organizing
Map (SOM) structure to model normal behavior. The
proposed misuse detection module uses decision tree algorithm to classify various types of attacks. A rule-based
Decision Support System (DSS) is also developed for interpreting the results of both anomaly and misuse detection modules.
Chen et al. [10] suggested two data mining methodologies involving artificial neural networks (ANN) and
support vector machine (SVM) ([40]) and two encoding methods namely simple frequency-based scheme and
tfidf scheme to detect potential system intrusions. Their
experiments show that SVM with tfidf scheme achieved
the best performance, while ANN with simple frequency
based scheme achieved the worst.
Dasgupta et al. [12], presented a security agent architecture, which is useful as an administrative tool for
intrusion detection. The agent-based monitoring and detection system, could detect malfunctions, faults, abnormalities, misuse, deviations, intrusions, and provide recommendations (in the form of common intrusion detection language).
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Zhang and Shen [42] have formulated intrusion detection as a binary classification problem, using SVM and
additionally, some text processing techniques are also employed for intrusion detection, based on the characterization of the frequencies of the system calls executed by the
privileged programs.
Rohrmair and Lowe [34] demonstrate the modelling
and analysis of IDS using the process algebra communicating sequential processes and its model checker FDR.
Authors show that this analysis can be used to discover
attack strategies that can be used to blind an IDS, even a
hypothetically perfect one that knows all the weaknesses
of its protected host.
Network-based intrusion detection systems (NIDSs)
frequently have problems with handling heavy traffic
loads in real-time, which result in packet loss and false
negatives. Jiang et al. [22] present a high-performance
network IDS, called HPMonitor, which combines a highefficiency detection engine and a load-balancing device to
address these problems. HPMonitor uses a flow-based
dynamic load-balancing algorithm called dynamic least
load first (DLLF) algorithm, and introduces a new multipattern string matching algorithm called shift max algorithm (SMA). The test results reveal that the DLLF
algorithm is an effective balancing algorithm for NIDS.
Current IDS examine all data features to detect intrusion or misuse patterns. Some of the features may be redundant or contribute little (if anything) to the detection
process. Chebrolu et al. [9] investigated the performance
of two feature selection algorithms involving Bayesian
networks (BN) and Classification and Regression Trees
(CART) [7] and an ensemble of BN and CART. Empirical results indicate that significant input feature selection
is important to design an IDS that is lightweight, efficient
and effective for real world detection systems.
Most IDS have a single-level structure can only detect either misuse or anomaly attacks. Some IDSs with
multi-level structure or multi-classifier are proposed to
detect both attacks, but they are limited in adaptive
learning. Zhang et al. [41] proposed a serial hierarchical IDS (SHIDS)to identify misuse attacks accurately and
anomaly attacks adaptively.
Beghdad [4] introduces a novel anomaly intrusion detection method based on a Within-Class Dissimilarity
(WCD). This approach functions by using an appropriate metric WCD to measure the distance between an unknown user and a known user defined respectively by their
profile vectors.
Boukerche et al. [8] propose an IDS technique based
upon data analysis inspired by the natural immune human
systems. Authors illustrated how the proposed scheme extracts salient features of the immune human system and
maps them within a software package designed to identify security violations of a computer system and unusual
activities according to the usage log files.
Scot [36] proposes latent variable hierarchical model
construction using Bayesian methods which leads to coherent systems that can handle the complex distribu-
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tions involved with network traffic. Bayes’ rule provides a
means of combining competing intrusion detection methods such as anomaly detection and pattern recognition.
Bayesian methods present evidence of intrusion as probabilities, which are easy for human fraud investigators
to interpret. Hierarchical approach allows transactions to
communicate information about possible intrusions across
time and accounts.
Support vector machines (SVM) have proven to be a
good candidate for intrusion detection because of its training speed and scalability [27].
Fuzzy logic has proved to be a powerful tool for decision
making to handle and manipulate imprecise and noisy
data. Three different types of fuzzy classifiers have been
used for intrusion detection. The first classifier uses a
histogram to generate an antecedent membership function
and each attribute is partitioned into several fuzzy sets.
Second method uses a rule generation based on partition
of overlapping areas. The third method uses a neuro-fuzzy
computing framework in which a fuzzy inference system
is learned using neural network learning paradigms [30].
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) is
an innovative approach that automates the building of
accurate predictive models for continuous and binary dependent variables [17]. It excels at finding optimal variable transformations and interactions, and the complex
data structure that often hides in high-dimensional data.
The swarm intelligence algorithm fully uses agents that
stochastically move around the classification habitat following pheromone concentrations. Having that aim in
mind, a self-organized ANT colony based Intrusion Detection System (ANTIDS) is used to cluster the intrusion
patterns [33].
Decision tree induction is one of the classification algorithms in the data mining. Classification algorithm is
inductively learned to construct a model from the preclassified data set. The inductively learned model of classification algorithm is used to develop IDS [7]. Several
hybrid approaches for modelling IDS have been also explored. Decision Trees (DT) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) are combined as a hierarchical hybrid intelligent system model (DT-SVM) [30].
An IDS based on general and enhanced Flexible Neural Tree (FNT) is explored by Chen et al. [11]. Based on
the pre-defined instruction/operator sets, a flexible neural
tree model can be created and evolved. The FNT structure is developed using an evolutionary algorithm and the
parameters are optimized by particle swarm optimization
algorithm.

3

Genetic Programming Techniques for Intrusion Detection

Genetic Programming (GP) technique provides a framework for automatically creating a working computer program from a high-level problem statement of the problem. Genetic programming achieves this goal of auto-
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matic programming by genetically breeding a population
of computer programs using the principles of Darwinian
natural selection and biologically inspired operations. GP
is the extension of evolutionary learning into the space of
computer programs.
A population of candidate solutions (intrusion detection programs) is initialized. New solutions are created
by applying reproduction operators (mutation and/or
crossover). The fitness (how good the solutions are) of
the resulting solutions are evaluated and suitable selection strategy is then applied to determine which solutions
will be maintained into the next generation.

3.1

Linear Genetic Programming (LGP)
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An important LGP parameter is the number of registers used by a chromosome. The number of registers is
usually equal to the number of attributes of the problem.
LGP uses a modified steady-state algorithm. The initial
population is randomly generated. The following steps
are repeated until a termination criterion is reached: Four
individuals are randomly selected from the current population. The best two of them are considered the winners
of the tournament and will act as parents. The parents
are recombined and the offspring are mutated and then
replace the losers of the tournament.
The settings of various linear genetic programming
system parameters are of utmost importance for successful performance of the system. The population
space has been subdivided into multiple subpopulation
or demes. Migration of individuals among the subpopulations causes evolution of the entire population. It
helps to maintain diversity in the population, as migration is restricted among the demes. Moreover, the tendency towards a bad local minimum in one deme can be
countered by other demes with better search directions.
The various LGP search parameters are the mutation
frequency, crossover frequency and the reproduction frequency. The crossover operator acts by exchanging sequences of instructions between two tournament winners.
Steady state genetic programming approach was used to
manage the memory more effectively.

Linear Genetic Programming [5, 6] is a variant of the GP
technique that acts on linear genomes. Its main characteristics in comparison to tree-based GP lies in that the
evolvable units are not the expressions of a functional programming language (like LISP), but the programs of an
imperative language (like c/c ++). The basic unit of evolution here is a native machine code instruction that runs
on the floating-point processor unit (FPU). LGP uses a
specific linear representation of computer programs. Instead of the tree-based GP expressions of a functional
programming language (like LISP ) programs of an imperative language (like C) are evolved. A LGP individual is represented by a variable-length sequence of simple
Clanguage instructions. Instructions operate on one or
Expression
Programming
two indexed variables (registers) r, or on constants c from 3.2 Multi
predefined sets.
(MEP)
The result is assigned to a destination register, for exA GP chromosome generally encodes a single expression
ample, ri = rj* c.
(computer program). By contrast, a Multi Expression
A sample LGP program is illustrated below:
Programming (MEP) chromosome encodes several expressions [28, 29]. The best of the encoded solution is
void LGP(double v[8])
chosen to represent the chromosome by supplying the fitv[0] = v[5] + 73;
ness of the individual.
v[7] = v[3] – 59;
MEP genes are represented by substrings of a variable
if (v[1] >0)
length.
The number of genes per chromosome is constant.
if (v[5] >21)
This number defines the length of the chromosome. Each
v[4] = v[2] .v[1];
gene encodes a terminal or a function symbol. A gene that
v[2] = v[5] + v[4];
encodes a function includes pointers towards the function
v[6] = v[7] .25;
arguments. Function arguments always have indices of
v[6] = v[4] – 4;
lower values than the position of the function itself in the
v[1] = sin(v[6]);
chromosome.
if (v[0] > v[1])
An example of a chromosome using the sets F = {+,
v[3] = v[5] .v[5];
*} and T = {a, b, c, d} is given below:
v[7] = v[6] .2;
v[5] = v[7] + 115;
1: a
if (v[1] <= v[6])
2: b
v[1] = sin(v[7]);
3: + 1, 2
4: c
An LGP chromosome can be turned into a functional
5: d
representation by successive replacements of variables
6: + 4, 5
starting with the last effective instruction. The maximum
number of symbols in a LGP chromosome is 4 * Number
7: * 3, 6
of instructions.
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The maximum number of symbols in the MEP chro- genes are composed of a head and a tail. The head conmosome is given by:
tains both function and terminal symbols. The tail may
contain terminal symbols only. For each problem the head
number of symbols = (n + 1)(numberof genes − −1) + 1,
length (denoted h) is chosen by the user. The tail length
(denoted by t) is evaluated by:
where n is the number of arguments of the function with
the greatest number of arguments. The maximum number
t = (n − 1)h + 1,
of effective symbols is achieved when each gene (except
the first one) encodes a function symbol with the highest where n is the number of arguments of the function with
number of arguments. The minimum number of effective more arguments. Let us consider a gene made up of symsymbols is equal to the number of genes and it is achieved bols in Set S:
when all genes encode terminal symbols only.
S = {∗, +, −, a, b}.
The translation of a MEP chromosome into a computer program represents the phenotypic transcription of
In this case n = 2. If we choose h = 10, then we get
the MEP chromosomes. Phenotypic translation is obt
=
11, and the length of the gene is 10 + 11 = 21. Such
tained by parsing the chromosome top-down. A termia
gene
is given below:
nal symbol specifies a simple expression. A function symbol specifies a complex expression obtained by connecting
CGEP = + ∗ ab − +aab + ababbbababb.
the operands specified by the argument positions with the
current function symbol.
The expression encoded by the gene CGEP is:
For instance, Genes 1, 2, 4 and 5 in the previous
example encode simple expressions formed by a single
E = a + b ∗ ((a + b) − a).
terminal symbol. These expressions are:
GEP genes may be linked by a function symbol in order
to
obtain a fully functional chromosome. In the current
E1 = a,
version
of GEP the linking functions for algebraic expresE2 = b,
sions
are
addition and multiplication. A single type of
E4 = c,
function
is
used for linking multiple genes.
E5 = d.
The initial population is randomly generated. The folGene 3 indicates the operation + on the operands lo- lowing steps are repeated until a termination criterion is
cated at Positions 1 and 2 of the chromosome. Therefore reached: A fixed number of the best individuals enter the
Gene 3 encodes the expression: E3 = a + b. Gene 6 next generation (elitism). The mating pool is filled by usindicates the operation + on the operands located at Po- ing binary tournament selection. The individuals from the
sitions 4 and 5. Therefore Gene 6 encodes the expression: mating pool are randomly paired and recombined. Two
E6 = c + d. Gene 7 indicates the operation * on the offspring are obtained by recombining two parents. The
operands located at Positions 3 and 6. Therefore Gene 7 offspring are mutated and they enter the next generation.
encodes the expression: E7 = (a + b) * (c + d). E7 is the
expression encoded by the whole chromosome. Due to its
4 Experiment Setup and Results
multi expression representation, each MEP chromosome
may be viewed as a forest of trees rather than as a single We performed five experiments using five different test
tree, which is the case of GP.
data. The data for our experiments was prepared by the
1998 DARPA intrusion detection evaluation program by
MIT Lincoln Labs [26]. The data set has 41 attributes
3.3 Gene Expression Programming
for each connection record plus one class label as given
The individuals of GEP [15, 16] are encoded as linear in Table 1. The data set contains 24 attack types that
chromosomes which are expressed or translated into ex- could be classified into four main categories:
pression trees (branched entities). Thus, in GEP, the
genotype (the linear chromosomes) and the phenotype DoS: Denial of Service
(the expression trees) are different entities (both strucDenial of Service (DoS) is a class of attack where
turally and functionally) that, nevertheless, work together an attacker makes a computing or memory resource
forming an indivisible whole.
too busy or too full to handle legitimate requests, thus
In contrast to its analogous cellular gene expression, denying legitimate users access to a machine.
GEP is rather simple. The main players in GEP are only
two: the chromosomes and the Expression Trees (ETs), R2L: Unauthorized Access from a Remote Mabeing the latter the expression of the genetic information chine
A remote to user (R2L) attack is a class of attack
encoded in the chromosomes. GEP uses linear chromosomes that store expressions in breadth-first form. A GEP where an attacker sends packets to a machine over a
gene is a string of terminal and function symbols. GEP network, then exploits the machine’s vulnerability to
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illegally gain local access as a user.
U2R: Unauthorized Access to Local Super User
(root)
User to root (U2Su) exploits are a class of attacks
where an attacker starts out with access to a normal user
account on the system and is able to exploit vulnerability
to gain root access to the system.
Probing: Surveillance and Other Probing
Probing is a class of attack where an attacker scans a
network to gather information or find known vulnerabilities. An attacker with a map of machines and services
that are available on a network can use the information
to look for exploits.
Experiments presented in this paper have two phases
namely training and testing. In the training phase, LGP,
MEP and GEP models were constructed using the training data to give maximum generalization accuracy on the
unseen data. The test data is then passed through the
saved trained model to detect intrusions in the testing
phase. The 41 features are labelled as shown in Table 1
and the class label is named as AP.
This data set has five different classes namely Normal,
DoS, R2L, U2R and Probes. The training and test comprises of 5,092 and 6,890 records respectively [23]. All the
training data were scaled to (0-1). Using the data set,
we performed a 5-class classification. The normal data
belongs to Class 1, probe belongs to Class 2, denial of
service belongs to Class 3F, user to super user belongs to
Class 4, remote to local belongs to Class 5.

4.1

Parameters Settings

The various parameter settings for LGP is depicted in
Table 2 [1]. Parameters used by MEP are presented in
Table 3 [19]. We made use of +, - , *, /, sin, cos, sqrt, ln,
lg, log2 , min, max, and abs as function’s set. Parameters
used by GEP are depicted in Table 4.

4.2

Results Analysis and Discussions

Experiment results (for test data set) using all the three
techniques are depicted in Table 5. As evident from Table
5, MEP obtained the best results for Normal, U2R and
R2L types of attacks. LGP gave the best test results for
Probe and DoS classes but did not perform well for U2R
class. GEP performed moderately well for all the attack
classes. In Table 6 the variable combinations evolved by
MEP are presented. In Table 6, var represents Variable
number (Column 1 in Table 1). It is to be noted that
only these few variables are required to detect the a particular type of attack. This leads to a very light intrusion
detection system when compared to a fuzzy expert system (which requires so many rules) or a artificial neural
network with so many hidden neurons [1, 2].
We also analyzed the True Positive Rate (TPR) and
False Positive Rates (FPR) for MEP and GEP in order

Table 1: Variables for intrusion detection data set
Variable No.

Variable name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

duration
protocol type
service
flag
src bytes
dst bytes
land
wrong fragment
urgent
hot
num failed logins
logged in
num compromised
root shell
su attempted
num root
num file creations
num shells
num access files
num outbound cmds
is host login
is guest login
count
srv count
serror rate
srv serror rate
rerror rate
srv rerror rate
same srv rate
diff srv rate
srv diff host rate
dst host count
dst host srv count
dst host same srv rate
dst host diff srv rate
dst host same src port rate
dst host srv diff host rate
dst host serror rate
dst host srv serror rate
dst host rerror rate
dst host srv rerror rate

Variable type Variable label

continuous
discrete
discrete
discrete
continuous
continuous
discrete
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
discrete
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
discrete
discrete
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
X
AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
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Table 2: Parameter setting
Value
Parameter
Normal
Probe
Population size
2048
2048
Maximum no of tourna- 120000
120000
ments
Tournament size
8
8
Mutation frequency (%)
85
82
Crossover frequency (%)
75
70
Number of demes
10
10
Maximum program size
256
256

for LGP
DoS
2048
120000

U2R
2048
120000

R2L
2048
120000

8
75
65
10
256

8
86
75
10
256

8
85
70
10
256

U2R
100
20
30
90
3

R2L
100
800
40
90
4

U2R
100
500
14
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.1
0.1

R2L
100
500
12
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2

Table 3: Parameters used by MEP
Parameter
Population size
Number of generations
Chromosome length
Crossover frequency (%)
No. of mutations per chromosome

Value
Normal
100
30
30
90
3

Table 4: Values of
Value
Parameter
Normal
Population size
100
Number of generations
800
Number of genes
12
Mutation
0.1
One point crossover
0.4
Two points crossover
0.4
Gene recombination
0.2
Gene transposition
0.2

LGP
MEP
GEP

Probe
200
200
40
90
4

DoS
250
800
40
80
5

parameters used by GEP
Probe
100
500
12
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2

DoS
100
500
12
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1

Table 5: Performance comparison between LGP, MEP and MEP
Classification Accuracy on Test Data Set (%)
Normal
Probe
DoS
U2R
R2L
99.73
99.89
99.95
64.00
99.47
99.82
95.39
98.94
99.75
99.75
99.80
97.84
95.64
99.64
98.92
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Attack type
Normal
Probe
DOS

U2R
R2L
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Table 6: Functions evolved by MEP
Evolved Function
var12 ∗ log2 (var10 + var3)
(f abs(var30 + var35))
<
(var26 +
var27)?(f abs(var30 + var35)) : (var26 + var27);
var38 − (Ln(var41 ∗ var6) + sin(Lg(var30))) −
(Lg(var30) − (var41 ∗ var6))) > (0.3415 +
var24 + var41 ∗ var6)?(var38 − (Ln(var41 ∗ var6) +
sin(Lg(var30))) − (Lg(var30) − (var41 ∗ var6))) :
(0.3415 + var24 + var41 ∗ var6) + var8
sin(var14) − var33
f abs((f abs(var8
>
(var1 + (var6
>
(Ln(var6))?var6 : (Ln(var6))) ∗ var3)?var10 :
(var1 + (var6 > (Ln(var6))?var6 : (Ln(var6))) ∗
var3))) ∗ (var12 + var6)) + var11

to determine the efficiency of the developed IDP’s [32].
The values of TPR and FPR obtained by MEP and GEP
for the test data set are depicted in Table 7. The true
positive rate (TP) is given by:
TP =

positives correctly classified
total positives

The false positive rate (FP) is given by:
FP =

total negatives - negatives incorrectly classified
total negatives

As evident from Table 7, when compared to LGP, MEP
obtained the best values for TPR and FPR for Normal
and DoS and good performance for the other classes.
MEP required only 30 and 20 generations for the Normal and U2R types respectively.
MEP performance is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
The classification accuracy for the best results obtained
for training data, average of results obtained for the test
data using the best trained function and the best results
obtained for the test data are depicted. Figure 1(a) corresponds to Normal, Figure 1(b) corresponds to Probe,
Figure 1(c) corresponds to DOS, Figure 1(d) corresponds
to U2R and Figure 1(e) corresponds to R2L class respectively.
In Figure 2, the average of classification accuracies for
the results obtained for training data and for the results
obtained for the test data are depicted. Figure 2(a) corresponds to Normal, Figure 2(b) corresponds to Probe,
Figure 2(c) corresponds DOS, Figure 2(d) corresponds to
U2R and Figure 2(e) corresponds to R2L class respectively.
Figures 3 - 7 illustrate the growth in the program codes
for LGP during the 120 tournaments. The best and average code length is depicted during the evolutionary learning.
Most machine learning paradigms (artificial neural net- Figure 1: Relation between accuracy and number of genworks, support vector machines, decision trees etc.) ex- erations
amine all the input features to detect intrusions or misuse patterns. Some of the features may be redundant or
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Attack type

Normal
Probe
DoS
U2Su
R2L

Table 7: Comparison of false alarm rates
MEP
Best result for train ap- Best result for test
plied for test
TP
FP
TP
FP
0.996
0.999
0.996
0.999
0.548
0.999
0.947
0.982
0.986
0.995
0.987
0.999
0.40
0.999
0.400
0.999
0.969
1
0.973
1

GEP
TP
0.996
0.999
0.918
0.437
0.989

FP
0.999
0.9748
0.943
0.995
0.984

Normal
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18000

0

6000

0

No. of tournaments

Figure 3: Growth of LGP program codes for normal class
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Code length

200

150

100

50

Average Length

Figure 2: Average of classification accuracy for the results
obtained by MEP for training and test data

Best length
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Figure 4: Growth of LGP program codes for probe class
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Figure 5: Growth of LGP program codes for DOS class
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contribute little to the detection process (even could affect the performance adversely). The presented GP techniques could be used to pick up significant features randomly and explore the performance. As depicted in Table
6, MEP required only 3, 4, 6, 2 and 7 features (instead
of the complete 41 features) to detect the Normal, Probe,
DoS, U2R and R2L types of attacks respectively.
In some classes the accuracy figures tend to be very
small and may not be statistically significant, especially
in view of the fact that the 5 classes of patterns differ in
their sizes tremendously. For example only 27 data sets
were available for training the U2R class. More definitive conclusions can only be made after analyzing more
comprehensive sets of network traffic.

5

Conclusions

This paper illustrated the importance of GP techniques
for developing intrusion detection systems. MEP outperformed LGP for three of the considered attack classes and
LGP outperformed MEP for two of the attack classes.
GEP also obtained good results for all of the classes. MEP
and GEP classification accuracy is grater than 95% for all
considered classes. For three classes, MEP classification
accuracy is greater than 99.75%. It is to be noted that
for real time intrusion detection systems MEP, LGP and
GEP would be the ideal candidates since they can be implemented at machine code level.
Perhaps the greatest advantage of genetic programming comes from the ability to develop IDP’s for which
there are no human experts. Although human expertise
should be used when it is available, it often proves less
than adequate for automating problem-solving routines.

Figure 6: Growth of LGP program codes for U2R class
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